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An Artificial intelligent system is a system that has similar to a living organism, a coherent set of components and subsystems are placed and programmed to work together to engage in goal-driven activities. In general, an intelligent system can sense and respond to the changing environment that is happening around it gather and store information in its memory; learn from earlier experiences; adapt its behaviors to meet new challenges/tasks and achieve its pre-determined or evolving objectives. The system will start with a set of predefined stimulus-response rules. Those rules will be revised and improved through learning. Anytime when the system encounters a trouble situation, it evaluates and selects the most appropriate rules that are programmed from its memory to act upon the situation. We are privileged generation to live in this era full of technological advancements happening in and around of us, days has been and gone when almost everything was done manually, and now we are in extinction where all the works have been done by machines, software's in PC and other programmed automated process.
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With this advancement artificial intelligence has a special place in all the advancements that are made/ created today. Artificial intelligence or AI is nothing is the science of computers and machines will be developing intelligence like humans being. In this AI all the difficult and complex tasks of humans will be done easily by systems.AI systems help humans to perform the assignments in day to day basis.
Great help for Humans
The AI systems are more efficient to reduce human efforts in various areas. To perform various sectors in the industry, many are using artificial intelligence to create machine slaves that perform various activities regularly. The artificial intelligence applications le firms to finish the works faster with more accurate results. Error-free and efficient works are the main reason behind artificial intelligence implementation.
According to Deloitte's Global Mobile Consumer Survey, 65 percent of smartphone owners across 16 developed markets have used an application featuring machine learning from 2107 till present. Many of these applications think predictive text and gives route suggestions for users, they are designed to make our mobile experience feel more personalized and convenient to use they are integrated with algorithms, hardware, and the underlying data sets improve over time gradually.
The following chart, based on Deloitte's findings, shows how many mobile users are aware of already using different AI-powered applications on their devices. Predictive text is the most used application involving machine learning, although many of us have probably questioned the (artificial) intelligence of such features based on personal experience with text messages that have gone crooked now.
The digital assistant is provided for software service, possibly coupled with a specialized hardware device, such as smart speaker or simply a feature offered on a general purpose computing device. Personal computer, tablet, smartphone or wearable computer (such as a digital wristwatch), which offers some interesting set of the abilities. Most notably answering questions and performing tasks using voice and natural language processing (NLP) backed by artificial intelligence (AI).Some of the popular personal assistants are listed below.
From the above we can understand that Google assistant tops the table followed by Siri,Nina , and Google Now. Google assistant will have access to various aspects like weather, Flight status or places, it searches for you and it has nearly around 200 languages compatible.Siri created by Apple Inc it manage activities through remainders for smooth operations. Cortana created by Microsoft and it is an intelligent personal assistant with location-based remainders at specific date and time. Amazon Echo is hands-free speakers developed by Amazon and it will be controlled by Alexa voice service we can have a voice conversation with Echo and it answers the question by accessing the Internet it can alexa will pick act song as preferred. Nina acts as Automated intelligent assistant used for customer self-services. The future of Ai is been displayed in the image below, it clearly shows that AI will nearly around 45 million US Dollars will be the approximate revenue that will be generated in various fields.
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Conclusion
AI technology becomes part of everyone's life. From little to complex work everyone now using AI to generate leads and remove the work pressure easily. These technologies are so advanced that you don't have to write code for every activity, they will understand the motion of work automatically. As humans, we should be able to balance the technology with manual works or else we will be too much depend upon technology than independent thinking will be reduced in the greater extent. Later from now, we will be the slave for machines and they will be ruling us.
